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PASSIVE COMPONENT TESTING
IL, RL, PDL

Single and stepped wavelength measurements

Three key parameters for a comprehensive approach to component testing.
Insertion loss (IL)
As shown below, IL characterizes the loss of an optical path:

P incident

P transmitted

DUT

Optical source

Cost-effective and easy setup to measure IL, RL and PDL for components that do not have sharp IL variations (e.g., attenuators, switches or couplers).
Single wavelength measurement

Stepped measurement

Several DFB lasers can be combined with an optical switch to measure the DUT at
different wavelengths. Optical components such as couplers, switches or attenuators
are typically measured at 1310, 1490, 1550 and 1625 nm.

Stepped measurements rely on a tunable laser that is successively tuned to various wavelengths.

Optical detector

- Minimum sampling resolution is given by the minimum step size of the tunable laser.
- Measurement time is proportional to the number of points, usually limiting this method to coarse sampling
resolution (>100 pm) or narrow wavelength range.
- External cavity lasers (ECL) offer the best performance in terms of tuning speed, output power and a tuning
range usually >100 nm.

DUT = device under test

IL (dB) = P incident (dBm) - P transmitted (dBm)
IL is the basic measurement for passive component characterization. Most characteristics are derived
from the IL measurement: loss, central wavelength, ripple, adjacent and non-adjacent isolation.

Polarization-dependent loss (PDL)
PDL characterizes the maximum variation of insertion loss as the state of polarization (SOP) varies
across all polarization states.SOP = State of Polarization

P transmitted
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Optical source
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Example measurement of a 100 GHz AWG

Quick measurement with high sampling resolution, for components with large IL variations (e.g., wavelength-selective filters).

Using a swept tunable laser with a component tester:

Swept measurements use a synchronized wavelength and power acquisition during a continuous wavelength sweep.

The table below describes two different measurement methods.

SOP on Poincaré sphere

Swept wavelength measurements
- Simultaneous measurement of every channel of the AWG

Two different implementations are possible.

PDL

Best suited for

- 1 pm sampling resolution

Swept tunable laser + optical detector(s)

- Measurement time of 3 seconds typically

Broadband light source + optical spectrum analyzer (OSA)

Parameters of interest for each channel:

Single wavelength
or stepped
measurements

All-states method
(deterministic or not)

- Central wavelength and minimum loss
- Deviation from ITU grid
- Adjacent and non-adjacent channel isolation

PDL value calculated
from
Swept measurements
IL values at 4 or 6 SOP

Mueller method
(4 or 6 SOP)

Return loss (RL)
RL characterizes the amount of light reflected back from the device under test (DUT). RL is specific to a
given port (input or output) as opposed to IL and PDL which apply to an optical path.

P incident
Optical source
Optical detector

DUT
P re ected

Swept tunable laser + optical detector(s)

Broadband light source + OSA

3 s typ. for 100 nm
IL, RL, PDL (Mueller)
>70 dB
< 1 pm
Yes

300 ms typ. for 100 nm, depends on OSA sensitivity setting
IL
<50 dB typ.
>20 pm typ.
No

Measurement time
Measurement
Dynamic range
Optical resolution
Multichannel

RL (dB) = P incident (dBm) - P reflected (dBm)
Expert insight: Caution! Components with high return loss can seriously impact transceiver power stability or
network performance.

Optical components driven by the bandwidth boom

Test solutions
Discover how EXFO can help you with your unique test requirements.

A wide range of optical components
Longhaul and metro networks

EXFO

Multiplexer and demultiplexers, optical interleavers, arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), wavelength
selective switches (WSS), reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexer (ROADM), thin film filters (TFF),
tap splitters, gain flattening filters.

Optical
sources

Access and PON networks
1xN splitters, WDM filters, blocking filters, coexistence elements, isolators, circulators, protection
switch.

Test
equipment

Multiwavelength transceivers such as CFP8 include a multiplexer to combine the wavelengths together.

A wide range of optical components that must be characterized at different stages
R&D: development and qualification phases
Antenna

Manufacturing: near real-time alignment, pass/fail tests and calibration

Remote Unit

QA: Incoming inspection, final testing

Antenna
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FTBx-2150
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Power meter
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√
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LTB-8 platform
Eight-slot platform compatible with FTBx modules

Antenna
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Remote Unit

Cell Site

With specific requirements
Measurement type

IL, PDL, RL

Sampling resolution

1 pm, coarse, single wavelength

Wavelength range

DWDM: C+L bands
CWDM and PON: Full telecom range

Measurement speed

Differs between manufacturing and R&D environments

Number of detectors

Depends on the number of input/outputs of the DUT

Automation and scalability

Increase testing yield

Base Station
DAS Headend

SFU

CO

Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
Fiber to the Antenna
• Cell site
• Distributed Antenna
System (DAS)
Coax
IL and ORL testing
and link characterization
Service activation
Troubleshooting

Characterization of a photonic integrated circuit (PIC)
on the wafer prior to packaging.
(Picture courtesy of CEA Leti)

FDH

Deployment of 5G and FTTx further drive the need for passive optical components.

T100S-HP

CT440

Swept and stepped tunable laser

Component tester with up to 4 detectors

CTP10
Component test platform
for high-port-count DUT

Configuration examples
LTB-8 platform + FTBx-2150 + FTBx-1750

1xN splitter characterization at 1310, 1490, 1550 and 1625 nm

LTB-8 platform + FTBx-2250 + OSA20

Real-time optical alignment (e.g., WSS)

T100S-HP + CTP10

WDM components, WSS final testing

OSA20
Optical spectrum analyzer

